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Abstract.
Let L be a real (Hausdorff) topological vector space. The space % [L] of nonempty compact subsets of L forms a (Hausdorff) topological semivector space with singleton origin when 3C [L] is given the uniform (equivalently, the finite) hyperspace topology determined by L. Then %[L] is locally compact iff L is so. Furthermore, 90.[Z, ] , the set of nonempty compact convex subsets of L, is the largest pointwise convex subset of % [L] and is a cancellative topological semivector space. For any nonempty compact and convex set X C L, the collection SCSlX] C CK2 [L] is nonempty compact and convex. L is iseomorphically embeddable in 9© [L] and, in turn, there is a smallest vector space £ in which 3<S [L] is algebraically embeddable (as a cone). Furthermore, when L is locally convex, £ can be given a locally convex vector topology 9" such mat the algebraic embedding of 9© [L] in £ is an iseomorphism, and then £ is normable iff L is so; indeed, ?T can be so chosen that, when L is normed, the embedding of L in 9<2, [L] and that of CK2 [L] in £ are both iseometries. In topologizing hyperspaces (i.e., spaces of subsets), we will use the uniform topology, regarding which we adopt Michael [1] as standard reference. Let X be a uniform space, and let [Ea C A X A|a G ffi) be a fundamental system of symmetric entourages of X. The uniform topology for [X] is the topology generated by declaring &a[A] = {B E [X]\B C Ea{A) and A C Ea{B)} for each a £ fl to be a nbd of A {A E [X]). By the uniform topology on a hyperspace %[X] C [X] is meant the relative topology of %[X] when [X] carries the uniform topology.
1.0 Definition [2] . Let {S, ffi) be a commutative semigroup and 1ir: R+X S -> S a map such that, denoting ^(A,i) = Xs, X(jxs) = (X ■ p)s (left action),
for all X, p G R+ and s, t G S. We call S a semivector space. When S is a Hausdorff space and the operations © and ^ are both continuous, we call S a topological semivector space.
Thus, real vector spaces are all semivector spaces, so that the topological vector spaces we speak of are those with Hausdorff topology.
2. Semivector hyperspaces of topological vector spaces. Let A be a real vector space, and e its identity element. Now Proof, (ad (1)). %[L] is Hausdorff as A is (see [1, p. 164, 4.9 .8]) and will be locally compact iff A is locally compact (see [1, p. 164, 4.9.12] ). This leaves to show only the continuity of the operations © and ^ of % [L] . The continuity of vector addition +: A X A -» A implies the continuity of the map +: [1, p. 169, 5.9.1] ). Thus, the restriction of + to the space S = {CX A|C,
and so is continuous. Similarly, the continuity of scalar multiplication
(ad (2)). From (1) it follows that the space <M[L] C %[L] is a topological semivector space. Now the map I is a homeomorphism [1, p. 155, 2] and is easily checked to be a homomorphism. Proof, (ad (1) (ad (2)). Let B, C E [L] with C convex. (i) Assume B bounded and C closed, and that B E B ffi C. Now, for any b(i) E B, we have b{i) = b{i + 1) + c(i + 1) for some b{i + 1) G B and c(/+l)eC(/ = 0,l,2,..,), so that 6(0) -6(h) = 2lNc{i){N = {!,.. .,n);n = 1,2,...) and, denoting c(rt) = n~x ^Nc(i), the convexity of C gives c(rt) G C, while the boundedness of B implies that c(n) = n~x{b{0) -b{n)) converges to e as « goes to oo. As C is closed, the limit point e E C.
( Proof. Let X c L be nonempty compact and convex. The uniform topology which the (uniform space) X determines for %[X] yields %[X] compact Hausdorff, since X is compact Hausdorff (see [1, p. 160, 3.3 and p. 164, 4.9.12] Proof, (ad (1)). To see that the family <¥ = {%"!« G &} is a local base for a Hausdorff vector topology on £, we note that each Gl£a is symmetric, and check that: with /I C 5 ffi Ua and 73 C A ffi (/". Then 2£> ffi 7> ffi 73 = Q ffi 2F ffi ^, so that 2.2(2)(ii) gives Q ffi B = P ffi A E P ® B ® Ua and Q E P ® Ua. Similarly, P E Q®Ua so Q E %a(P) and [2g,e] = »(G) 6 »(%«(/')), showing <Wa(F) C 9(%a(F)). We conclude that 9(%"(P)) = <W"(F), and this completes the proof. □ 3.2 Theorem. £ with the topology 5" is locally convex.
Proof. W.l.o.g., we may assume that, for each a E &, Ua is convex, circled, and radial at e and that, for each nonzero XER, XUa E 6ll. 
